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Understanding the values and preferences of patients is a key to patient-

centered care. This study aims to identify these values and preferences by ana-

lyzing the data provided by The Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare

Providers and Systems (HCAHPS). The data is presented as a free-form sur-

vey of patients of a variety of hospitals in the United States. The survey was

conducted via telephone and concluded with free-form comments that pro-

vide a unique way to understand positive and negative sides of health care

services. We use topic modeling to automatically identify the crucial aspects

of patient-centered care as well as obtain the most high- and low-rated traits

of the healthcare system. In particular, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to identify the extent to which

the topics correspond to values and preferences. In this study we present (1)

an approach to manual and automatic evaluation of patients values and pref-

erences and (2) a list of the aspects of the modern healthcare system that are
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crucial to its patients. This list can be used by hospitals in order to improve

the quality of services they provide. Our findings have important implications

for patient satisfaction, patient-provider relationships, and, ultimately, health

outcomes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Models for patient-doctor interaction

In first theories about relationship between patient and the doctor the

last one was the key element of the treatment. According to Parsons, the fact

that patient asked for the help of professionals means rigorous realization of

physicians recommendations by the patient [52]. The philosophy of patient

and physician roles in healthcare started widely spread developing. For ex-

ample, the revolutionary concept of patient-doctor relationship was claimed

by Emanuel and Emanuel [17]. The model was based on four main compo-

nents: the physicians role, physicians obligations, patients values, and pa-

tient’s autonomy. A variety of specialists noticed that approach when the

physician main purpose to cure a patient if possible or at least improve his

physical condition and prevent disease development does not reflect the pa-

tients relation to the doctors opinion. Some authors emphasize that patients

treatment satisfaction depends on individual characteristics as well, for ex-

ample, personal relation to the disease, habits, behavioral features, etc. At

the same time, a set of previous studies proved the importance of attentive

and respectful communication with patients to the overall patients satisfac-

tion [47, 27]. Great contribution to the overall healthcare improvement was
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made by Massachusetts Health Quality Partners and California Healthcare

Performance Information System (MHQP). Every year the MHQP measures

healthcare quality via the patients survey, in particular they measure items,

such as “doctor listens carefully”, “doctor talks about goals”, “doctor spends

enough time”. Since 2005 MHQP started reporting the survey results, the

most valuable part of the research is that after that the quality of healthcare

continuously improves. Previous studies ultimately proved the importance of

human values in healthcare.

1.2 Closed and open-ended patient surveys

Conducting patient surveys is one of the standard ways to evaluate

the quality of the medical service. These service help to identify the key

deficiencies in the healthcare system [55]. Most of the surveys are based on sets

of pre-defined questions and require to evaluate the particular characteristics

of the provided service on a numerical scale. Although this way of conducting

surveys helps to understand which known aspects of the healthcare service are

the most important and require improvement, it does not allow to identify

the new areas of patients’ interests [55]. The composition of comprehensive

patients’ surveys is still an ongoing research effort [8, 13].

Open-ended (also referred to as free-form surveys) surveys are known

to contain critical information that cannot be obtained using closed-ended sur-

veys [7, 36, 54]. Although rarely used, this survey type has been recommended

for over two decades [42].
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1.3 Natural language processing

Ever-growing amounts of data obtained as the patients evaluation of

the clinical service are impossible to process individually. As a result, natural-

language processing (NLP) began as a science. The first attempts to apply

computing to process free text used complex combinations of hand-written

rules [33, 31, 37, 28]. Later NLP based on statistical algorithms was in-

troduced and provided more accurate and robust methods for text analysis

[34, 43]. The older techniques based on hand-written rules were discarded due

to inability to extract semantics from text, poor handling of ungrammatical

texts, and the absence of robustness and rigorousness [49]. The modern NLP

analysis consists of data preparation and statistical modeling [29]. Nadkarni et

al. described the main low-level subproblems in data preparation for medical

NLP: tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, morphological decomposition, shal-

low parsing (chunking), and problem-specific segmentation [49]. Tokenization

is the process of separating a document into individual units (words) [50, 9].

In the English language the problem of tokenization is compicated by physi-

cal quantities (10 mg/ml), hyphenated compounds (high-risk, long-term), and

contractions (arent, isnt), etc.

Lemmatization is the process of grouping various forms and deriva-

tives of a word or set phrases [20, 39, 48]. Various lemmatization solutions

usually comprise morphological segmantation (grouping the forms of a word,

e.g. doctor and doctors), part-of-speech tagging (e.g. sympathize and sympa-

thetic), shallow parsing (set phrases, e.g., doctor of medicine, intensive care),
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and stemming (grouping words with the same root) [40, 5, 53, 46, 23, 26, 64].

Significant attention has received NLP using support vector machines (SCV)

[12, 41, 57]. This type of statistical learing has been recognized as effective

means for classification problems, such as sentiment analysis, text classifica-

tion, and entity recognition [51, 30, 56]. Sequence models, such as Hidden

Markov models (HMM), Conditional Random Fields (CRF), Levenshtein dis-

tance models, have been found useful for part-of-speech tagging, inference,

identifying errors and plagiarism [59, 61, 25]. Another information-extraction

method widely used for NLP is N-grams [60, 6]. Although relatively old, N-

gram analysis is commonly used for auto-completion, spelling correction, and

semantic analysis in modern NLP [14, 45, 11, 58].

1.4 Topic modeling

Topic modeling is commonly used to identify hidden semantic struc-

tures in texts [1]. In this area of text analysis, such methods as Latent Dirich-

let allocation (LDA), latent semantic indexing (LSI), also known as Latent

semantic analysis, (LSA) has received wide recognition, for they reduce the

problem dimensionality, thus, simplifying the analysis [4, 35, 44]. Additionally,

parallel implementations of these methods have been known to scale well for

many processors [66].

LDA and LSA have been used to solve a variety of problem, including

categorizing data for filtering and sentiment analysis, among others [3, 24, 38,

63].
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1.5 NLP in medical sciences

Using NLP for analyzing medical surveys is currently an active area of

research. Doing-Harris et al. Used a Nave Bayes classifier in order to perform

topic modeling on positive and negative patients responses [15]. Their results

concluded the correlation between the patients sentiment with the personal

characteristics of the medical staff. Maramba et al. used the Keyword in

Context approach in conjunction with logistic regression to identified the con-

text in which the key positive and negative words in patients free-text reviews

[Maramba et al, 2015]. Their work concludes the ability of NLP to distinguish

between positive and negative patients responses and identify the context of

the negative service evaluation. One of the limitations of their work is the

absence of a specialized dictionary that allows a targeted lemmatization of

this particular subject. Greaves et al. demonstrated a relatively high capa-

bility of a priori classifiers to extract the estimates of the hospital cleanliness,

treatment with dignity, and overall satisfaction [19].

The study “A Hospital Recommendation System Based on Patient Sat-

isfaction Survey” explores the data provided by HCAHPS survey [32]. The

survey contains close end questions about patients experience. The authors

found the relation between overall patients satisfaction, satisfaction of par-

ticular service, for example, nurse or doctor care, symptoms info, help after

discharge, etc. and patients characteristics (gender, age, nationality, etc.).

They used analysis of variance to predict possible challenges with patients

with particular list of parameters. ANOVA is a supervised machine learning
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technique which allows to see the relation between factors, which is impossible

in our case.

In this study we offer patient-centered approach to identify values from

the patients perspectives, instead of using social and medical sciences cate-

gories. For this purpose we analyzed data provided by Hospital Consumer

Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) [32]. Chapter 2

presents the description of the data set and the methodology for the analysis

conducted in the study. Chapter 3 presents the results of the analysis that

consists of statistical and manual data processing. We discuss certain limita-

tions and extensions of our work in Chapter 4. Finally, we outline the main

conclusions of this work in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 HCAHPS free-form survey

HCAHPS free-form survey differs from other surveys because it contains

comments from patients in a free form instead of multiple-choice questionnaire

[32]. The participants (patients) were asked only two questions. The first one

was to describe anything outstanding during a patient’s hospital stay. The

second question was: “What could have been done to improve (your/your

family member’s) hospital stay?”

For the privacy reasons, all hospital team member names as well as the

names of the hospitals were removed from the data set. The data set contains

information regarding the span of the patients stay and the date of the survey.

The information about the patients, such as their age or gender is unknown.

2.2 Data processing

As described above, the survey participants had ts answer two questions

that were designed to separated positive and negative patients experiences.

Due to this separation, we performed our analysis on two sets of data: the

first containing the positive patients reviews, and the second containing the
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negative experience reviews. The overall workflow of data processing is the

same for both data sets, but certain parts of it differ due to the nature of the

data sets.

In order to find the most typical patients preferences and values that are

crucial to the overall patients satisfaction, we used a combination of manual

and automatic techniques. We first describe the automatic methods used in

the study.

2.2.1 Step 1. Data pre-processing.

The first step of the algorithm is fully automated. We start with re-

moving punctuation, double and trailing whitespaces, and recapitalizing the

text. This step is necessary due to the ubiquity of the punctuation symbols

and its irrelevance for the analysis and in order to eliminate the difference

between the words at the beginning and middle of sentences.

We next tokenized the string of sentences in to the list of words using

NLTK library [2].

Third, we removed the stop words, i.e., the words which does not pro-

vide any relative information about the topic, for example “for”, “I”, “is”,

and “was”, etc. This part is important because these words with the highest

frequency influence the words dimensionality without providing information.

We used the NLTK corpus stop words dictionary to perform this task.

Fourth, we lemmatized the words, which means that each word with

same root was transformed into the same form. For example, in the set
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“nurses”, “nurse”, “nursery”, “nursing” the NLTK lemmatize function replaces

all these words with the word “nurses”.

2.2.2 Step 2. Manual data pre-processing.

First, we removed non-informative words from the list of tokenized

words. Many of those words were personal or names (privacy reasons), hos-

pital names, or the titles of specific medicaments. We also removed all the

words with the frequency in the text equal to one as they do not contribute

to the statistical distributions but slow down the performance of the analy-

sis. Then, we removed the words that are non-informative according to our

subjective opinion. This procedure consists in filtering out the most frequent

uninformative words from the set of all the words in the text. Thus, we ob-

tained a problem-specific list of stop-words. This comprised the numbers, the

months names, days-of-week, and personal names. Additionally, such words

as good, amazing, and fantastic were considered uninformative because they

occurred only in the positive reviews. The stop words list also included gen-

ders, nationalities and the words that characterize personal appearance, such

as black, blond, or asian since these words should not influence the quality of

healthcare services. This composition of the stop word list was iterative: we

updated the list during the analysis as long as they appeared in the output of

the statistical analysis described in Step 3.

Second, we created a list of synonyms in order to classify words with

similar meanings as the same words. This process has the same objective
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as lemmatization and as well helps to reduce the number of unique words in

the data set. Taking into account the specifics of hospital environment, we

assumed that the words in such pairs as “friendly” and “nice”, “fast” and

“quick”, and “physician” and “doctor”. have similar meanings. Similarly to

the list of stop words, the composition of the list of synonyms was iterative

and was performed as long as the statistical analysis yielded synonyms.

2.2.3 Step 3. Statistical analysis

We opt to use three statistical approaches that are widely-used for

topic modeling: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Latent Semantic analysis

(LSA), and Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [16, 4, 62].

Latent Dirichlet Allocation. LDA assumes that each document

(review) is a set of different topics, and the prior distribution is the Dirichlet

one, as well as the words in the topic are Dirichlet distributed.

Latent Semantic Analysis. The LSA model constructs the matrix

with the document number in the column and the words from each document

in a row. From this matrix it calculates the similarity between documents and

between words by calculating the product of rows and columns respectively.

Hierarchical Dirichlet Process. The method is, in fact, an extension

of LDA. The main difference between the models is that in HDP the number

of topics is not known a priori. HDP model generates the number of topics by

Dirichlet process, which add one more level of modeling process.

The idea of all three methods is to consider the documents as a set of
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topics distributed in a certain proportion. Similarly, each topic is considered

to be a set of key words. The purpose of each method is to find the optimal

composition of the key words within each topic.

One limitation of using these methods for free-form survey analysis the

length of the text. Typically, these techniques are applied to documents that

comprise a variety of topics. In particular, these methods refer a document to

the specific theme. For example, an article that contains the words cat, dog,

and elephant is probably related to the animal theme. In the same way, the

search engines use sentiment analysis to allocate related web-source according

to the search request. In other words, such type a techniques allow to reduce

dimension of set of words to the lower dimension of topics. In the case of

free-form surveys, each document has only one top level theme: patients ex-

perience at the hospital. Nevertheless, the methods described above are still

capable to find the key points in the treatment experience. The aforemen-

tioned techniques are based on the words relation within the one review. The

stronger the relation between the words in the same review is, the higher is

the probability that these words are related to a particular topic.

LDA, LSA, and HDP methods yield a finite number of words per topic

as the output. The number of words per topic is user-chosen for LSA and LDA

methods, and defined automatically in the HDP method. Each word within

the topic has a weight, the higher the weight, the more important the word for

particular topic. Due to the statistical basis of these methods, their results are

extremely sensitive to the words frequency in the documents. Obviously, such
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words as “I”, “the”, and “me”, appear more frequently in the survey than the

words with the semantics more meaningful for the analysis (in terms of topic

extraction).

Therefore, an essential part of this work was to maximize the frequency

of the informative words in the documents. Additionally, because such short

documents as free-form answers may contain a variety of synonyms, we per-

formed manual data processing to reduce dimensionality in the analysis.

2.2.4 Step 4. Contextual analysis of the dictionary

We finally perform a manual analysis of the synonyms dictionary ob-

tained after iterating over Steps 2 and 3. The words in the dictionary are

represented by a set of key-value pairs, where the words are the keys and the

values are categories that these words belong to. We manually analyzed the

semantic meaning of each category in the dictionary and classify them into

several top-level categories as shown in Section 3.4. Special attention in our

analysis has been given to adjectives. As exemplified in Chapter 3, whereas

most words can be uniquely categorized per se, many adjectives are impossi-

ble to interpret without context. Therefore, our top-level and medium-level

categorization was performed with an account for the context of ambiguous

adjectives.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Analysis with no case-specific preprocessing

We first present the results of the statistical analysis without problem-

specific processing (performing Step 1 and Step 3 of the algorithm only). Table

1 shows five arbitrarily-selected topics with the corresponding lists of words

obtained by applying LDA model with 20 topics and 7 words per topic to the

positive reviews data set.

As shown in Table 3.1, the word nurse presents in all five categories. As

discussed above, this is due to the high sensitivity of the statistical methods to

the frequency of the words in the set of documents. The results contain many

words that are irrelevant for the semantic analysis, such as “ever”, “really”,

and “away”. The results also indicate that numbers (sixth, two, one) have

high frequency in the set of responses. The word name that is a substitute for

personal names is also frequently encountered in the text despite its irrelevance

for the analysis. Finally, the topics selected by the model do not constitute

semantically-holistic groups.

Similar results were observed when applying LSI and HDP model to

the positive and negative datasets without problem-specific stopwords and
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dictionaries. The reason of the impossibility to interpret these results is two-

fold: (1) an abundance of the words that are semantically irrelevant and (2)

high ratio of the number of topics per the number of words in a topic.

Topic #1 Topic #2 Topic #7 Topic #12 Topic #18
overall would stay nurse feel
care nurse nurse name right
other amazing level two comfortable
experience come hospital named made
hour name best one away
nurse explain care lactation nurse
doctor came health really also

Table 3.1: Topics identified with LDA model without problem-specific prepro-
cessing for the data set of positive reviews. Abundant semantically-irrelevant
words, such as other, hour, and best impede topic modeling with LDA.

3.2 Analysis after eliminating problem-specific stop words

We next present the results of the statistical analysis after discarding

problem-specific stop words that hindered the previous analysis. Same as in

the previous Section, we performed an LDA run with 20 topic and 7 words

per topic. Five arbitrary-selected topics obtained by the model application to

the positive data set are shown in Table 3.2.

Topics 4, 7, and 17 are clearly related to the responses that expressed

satisfaction with the professional and personal attitude of nurses and doctors

to the patients. Topic 11 describes treatement cases that involved surgery.

Topic 19 concerns the cases when the patients were pleased with the agile

nurse response to the call button in neonatal (newborn) intensive care units

14



(NICU). Discarding problem-specific stop words results in the better perfor-

mance of the LDA model than in the case with no data pre-processing. The

results, however, contain a variety of semantically-similar topics (such as topics

4, 7, and 17) due to the models inability to group the words by meaning. Due

to the same reason, some topics contain synonyms within them, e.g., Topic 52

comprises the words “courteous” and “supportive”, which are both related to

the attitude of the staff. Combining the words “surgeon”, “doctor” and “anes-

thesiologist” in Topic 17 could also cause the appearance of new words that

would improve the context of this topic. Therefore replacing such words, as

care, help, compassion, and smiling, with a single category can force the model

to group semantically-similar topics, as well as to reduce the dimensionality of

the problem (that results in appearance of new topics).

Topic #4 Topic #7 Topic #11 Topic #17 Topic #19
help caring surgeon helpful nicu
nurse nurse nurse nurse button
provided compassion notch staff nurse
lady care doctor courteous quick
sweet pleased anesthesiologist supportive pushed
care support surgery care care
responded smiling helpful doctor brought

Table 3.2: Topics identified with LDA model with problem-specific stop words
but without synonyms dictionary for the data set of positive reviews. The
abundance of synonyms results in (1) the appearance of semantically-identical
topics and (2) multiple synonyms per topic.
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3.3 Analysis after eliminating stop-words and applying
problem-specific dictionaries

In this section we present the results of statistical processing after elim-

inating problem-specific stop-words and combining synonyms within the con-

text of a patient survey. Additionally, we compare the results obtained from

LDA, LSA, and HDP models. We performed Step 3 of our algorithm with 20

topics and 7 words per topic.

Table 3.3 summarizes the results of the statistical analysis performed

on the data set of positive review.

• The results obtained with LDA model are shown in Table 3.3a. The

topics selected by the model allow to identify their semantic meaning.

For example, Topic 1 may describe a group of patients satisfied with the

attitude of the personnel provided in the intensive care; these patients

were also pleased because they were able to rest without being constantly

disturbed. Less specific representation than in Table 3.2. Topic 2 proba-

bly corresponds to a set of reviews that pointed out the responsiveness of

the staff at nights. Topics 4 and 5 describe the patients that were partic-

ularly satisfied with food and were in labor, respectively. It is important

to point out that the semantic meaning of the automatically-obtained

topics is difficult to interpret in some cases. This is due to the generaliza-

tion introduced by the synonyms dictionary. Such words as “surgeon” or

“anesthesiologist” most likely have the context of a surgical operation,

which is lost when replacing these words with a generic word “doctor”.
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Thus, using LDA for topic modeling in context of patients’ surveys yields

semantically-interpretable results.

• Table 3.3b presents the results of analysis performed with LSA. Similarly

to LDA, LSA-analysis selects topics that may describe particular groups

of patients. Some of these topics, such as Topic 1 and 3 are similar to

those identified by the LDA algorithm. Topics 2, 4 and 5 reveal new

points of interests: the attitude to the patient’s family, hospital food,

family accommodation, and pain management. A notable difference be-

tween the results obtained with LDA and LSA is that in the latter one

can observed more semantic points per topic. This result may indicate

that LSA algorithm may be more suitable for the documents with high

numbers of topics per document, such as free-form surveys.

• The topics with the corresponding words obtained by the HDP analysis

are shown in Table 3.3c. In some cases (e.g. Topic 1), HDP produces

topics that represent the overall patient’s satisfaction with the work of

the staff. More frequently, however, HDP grouped words with a very low

frequency in the text. Many of these words were given and family names,

that we failed to eliminate with the list of problem-specific stop words.

Another group of low-frequency words observed in HDP results consisted

of misspelled words (“asain”, “docotors”) and contractions (e.g., “med”).

Overall, the majority of the topics identified by HDP are irrelevant to

our analysis. Therefore, although HDP might produce meaningful topics
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when applied to free-form surveys, this tool performs poorly on this

type of analysis. Nevertheless, HDP may be a good means for data

preprocessing, e.g., to eliminate typos and personal names from the text.

Topic #1 Topic #2 Topic #3 Topic #4 Topic #5
(a) LDA

staff staff treat food staff
care night staff staff attention
rest attention fast satisfaction care
attention head attention light information
patience care area expectation labor
expectation quick arrival care room
believe diligent insurance nurse labor

(b) LSA
staff attention information treat check
visit staff care night visit
response care labor comfortable listen
respect information quality patient patient
care labor attention family care
quick family area respect call
helpful room intensive food pain

(c) HDP
staff staff staff staff insert
attention attention attention patient blown
care care care name #2 hospital
labor late agreeable explaing name #5
information asain name #1 name #3 disorder
room spotless slow name #4 name #6
intensive bald docotors chubby med

Table 3.3: Topics identified with LDA (a), LSA (b), and HDP (c) models on the
data set of positive review. (a) LDA model selects the generic topics of interest.
(b) LSA selects generic topics and performs similarly to LDA. (c) HDP yields
many low-frequency semantically-irrelevant words, such as personal names.
The topics identified by HDP carry ambiguous semantic meaning.
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We now discuss the results of the statistical analysis performed on the

data set of negative reviews. Table 3.3 presents five arbitrarily-selected topics

given by LDA, LSA, and HDP analysis with 20 topics and 7 words per topic.

• The topics selected by LDA are shown in 3.3a. Each topic given by the

model permits to infer the context of the reviews corresponding to this

topic. For example, Topic 1 is probably related to a poor selection of

food and issues related to serving food. Topic 3 refers to the room, and

the work of the TV set in particular. Some topics, e.g., Topic 2, contains

a set of keywords that is very similar to topics inferred from the data

set of positive reviews. Overall, the topics selected from the negative

reviews are more specific than those selected from the positive reviews.

This is due to the fact that the patients tend to generalize their overall

experience when they are satisfied

• We show the topics selected by LSA analysis in Table 3.3b. Similarly

to LDA, the results given by LSA may be semantically related to a

particular context. For example, Topic 3 comprises the complaints that

are likely related to the accommodation during labor and poor or absent

painkiller drugs. Topic 5 is likely to describe the complaints about the

long wait for the call button response at night.

• The results of the HDP analysis on the set of negative reviews (3.3c)

consist of many low-frequency words, such as medical terms, personal

names, and misspelled words. Therefore, HDP performs on the set of
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negative reviews in the same way as on the set of positive reviews. The

topics selected by HDP forbid to determine their context.

Topic #1 Topic #2 Topic #3 Topic #4 Topic #5
(a) LDA

diet clean television provide noise
helpful staff channel nicu night
variety visit easy family allergic
late hot accommodation option loud
staff bathroom clean labor room
serve housekeeping turn room hall
improve attention broken plan incident

(b) LSA
staff pain medication night call
service medication pain information visit
choice attention room family wait
diet staff accommodation medication long
quality room button sleep button
cold uncomfortable labor attention information
taste medicine staff check night

(c) HDP
staff staff staff staff staff
indisposed sense yucky tended name #1
term embulization chemical defeated mri
believed pig intruded prescritption gettging
administration admin food refurbishing rubber
grilled codeine biggest suggest childbirth
uro-gynecologist wai degree pigeon accordance
preventing remind diets foam room

Table 3.4: Topics identified with LDA (a), LSA (b), and HDP (c) models
on the data set of negative review. (a) LDA analysis selects semantically-
meaningful topics. (b) LSA selects performs similarly to LDA. (c) HDP yields
many low-frequency semantically-irrelevant words, such as personal names,
and typos.
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3.4 Categories selected from the manual analysis

We now present the results of the manual contextual analysis of the

obtained problem-specific dictionary described in Step 4. The results of the

analysis are presented in Tables 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 for the data sets of positive and

negative reviews, respectively. For each of these data sets we identified three

top categories titled “Hospital Team”, “Treatment”, and “Accommodation”.

Each top category contained several medium-level categories, as shown below.

3.4.1 Points of interest identified in positive reviews

In this section we present the key points of interest retrieved from the

data set of positive reviews. These results are presented in Table 3.4.1 and

explained in detail below.

1. Hospital team We found two medium-level topics for this top-level

category.

(a) Staff. These points of interest that are common for both doctors

and nurses.

• Respect. Most of the patients noticed the respectful relation

from the doctors and especially from the nurses. Several patient

mentioned respectful relation from the overall hospital team to

their privacy.

• Friendliness. the overwhelming majority of patients used
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words “friendly”, “nice”, “kind”, and “courteous” to charac-

terize the staff.

• Overall care. Some part of the reviews did not include any de-

tailed description of particular experiences. A significant num-

ber of patients evaluated their experience as “good”, “excel-

lent”, and “outstanding”.

• Professional/knowledgeable. A substantial number of the

patients emphasized the level of professionalism and knowledge

of the hospital workers. Some of the participants noticed the

overall professional degree, while the others specified the pro-

fessionalism of particular nurses or doctors.

• Visits. As discussed in Section 4.2, the word “visit” was used

in several contexts. Most of the patients appreciated the visits

from doctors and nurses.

• Information. Some patients acknowledged in their reviews

that the doctors and nurses provided valuable information about

the patients’ diagnosis and the upcoming treatment. Addition-

ally, the staff performed well in answering the questions.

• Information to family. Some reviews expressed satisfaction

of the information provided by the staff to the family members.

• Attention and helpfulness. One of the most frequent topic

of the reviews was related to the attention and care provided

by the hospital employees.
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• Professionalism. The professionalism of the staff is a popular

topic in the reviews. In some reviews this term was related to

the attitude of the employees, in others it characterized the

treatment received. In the majority of reviews the use of this

term was unspecified.

• Personal approach. Some patients were pleased with the

interest to the their needs from the staff.

• Check frequency. Some reviews emphasized the importance

of how often the nurses and doctors checked on the patients

needs, conditions or wishes.

(b) Doctors. The topics that are related to doctors only is as follows:

• Medication change. Several patients noticed that because of

their complaints about the current types of medication, partic-

ularly pain relief drugs, the doctors changed the medication.

• Communication with nurses. A group of patients was pleased

with the effective interaction between the doctors and nurses

that concerned the information about the patient’s condition

and needs.

(c) Nurses.

• Pain management. This term was frequently used in con-

text of effective medication and the change of medication when

ineffective.
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• Responsiveness. Many patients were satisfied with the agility

of the nurse reaction on the call button. Some patients empha-

sized the response time during the night time.

• Family needs. The nurses were helpful with providing infor-

mation, meals, accommodation, and assisting with other family

needs.

• Schedule. Nurses adjusted their schedule to the patients regime.

The medication schedule were comfortable for the patients as

well.

• Listening. This topic is related to the ability of the nurses to

listen and discuss the patients needs. According to the reviews,

this quality allowed the patients to stay calm while in a hospital.

• Humour. Staff’s sense of humor was highlighted by a group

of patients.

2. Treatment. We identified three medium-level categories for this top-

level category.

(a) Department. This topic includes many names of medical proce-

dures. We omit the description of some topics in this category as

they are self-explanatory.

• Staff. Since the medical personnel and treating the patient are

inextricably linked, we include this topic in this category.
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• Check-in/out process. For some patients highlighted the

satisfaction with the ease and duration of the check-in and

check-out procedures.

• Labor and delivery. Some patients appreciated the orga-

nization of the delivery process, which allowed them to get a

satisfactory amount of sleep.

• Atmosphere. A group of patience appreciated the environ-

ment in the hospital.

(b) Procedure. This category is related to surgical operations.

• Calm. The personnel made everithing to the patient to ensure

the patient is in safety.

• Informative to patient/family The staff explained the nec-

essary details of the surgery to the patient or family.

(c) Treatment. This category comprises the topics of pain manage-

ment and the overall duration of their hospital stay. The reviews

that mentioned pain management emphasized the effectiveness and

change of drugs.

3. Accomodation. We identified four medium-level categories for this

top-level category.

(a) Room. Many patience appreciated the availability of accommoda-

tion for their family members. Other patients pointed out the work

of the nurse call button and the cleanness of the rooms.
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(b) Food. Some reviews mentioned the high quality of food served

at the hospital. Other patients enjoyed the food delivery to their

rooms. Interestingly, this is a second context of this word in medical

service.

(c) Administration. This topics includes the reviews of administra-

tive tasks, such as billing information and the effectiveness of check-

in and check-out procedures.

(d) Other. This topic includes a list of miscellaneous sub-topics related

to accommodation. It comprises family needs, the availability of a

chapel and a preacher. Finally, some people also pointed out the

ease of transportation to the hospital from their places of residence.
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attentive, frequent visits, treatment
knowledgeable, medication change,

Doctor respectful, informative for patient,
H

o
sp

it
a
l

te
a
m informative for family,

communication between doctor and nurses

attentive, pain management, availability,
informative/family, informative/patient,

Nurse respect to family, attentive to family,
medication schedule, overall care,
quick night response, listening,
regular checking, responsiveness
emergency room, staff, intensive care
informative, check-in process, quick admission,

Department labor and delivery, breastfeed help, nurses
delivery schedule, lactation consultation,

T
re

a
tm

e
n
t surgery, equipment, atmosphere, NICU,

overall care

Procedure surgery, calm, informative/patient
informative/family, quick

Treatment pain management, duration
Room room for family, clean, call button

A
cc

o
m

m
o
d

a
ti

o
n

Food delivery, quality

Administration billing help, quick check-in/out

Other family needs, preacher,
transportation

Table 3.5: Top- and medium-level categories with the corresponding keywords
obtained from the positive reviews
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3.4.2 Points of interest identified in negative reviews

The high-level and middle-level topics identified from the negative re-

views are listed in Table 3.4.2. Comments and detailed explanation of the

specific keywords are as follows:

1. Hospital team We found two medium-level topics for this top-level

category. We first describe several aspects that were common for doctors

and nurses.

(a) Staff. These points of interest that are common for both doctors

and nurses.

• Information. A group of patience has been concerned about

the lack of information obtained from the staff.

• Communication between staff members. Some patients

complained about the lack of communication between various

hospital departments. Several patients faced miscommunica-

tion between doctors and nurses.

• Waiting time. Many complaints were related to the amount

of time that patients had to wait for the doctor and to the nurse

response time to the call button.

• Visit frequency A group of patients was disappointed by the

low visit frequency by doctors and nurses.

• Rudeness. Some patients faced rudeness from both doctors

and nurses.
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(b) Doctors.

• Attendance. A variety of complaints were about the doctor’s

unavailability. Other reviews emphasize that the doctors did

not provide sufficient information about the treatment

• Patient involvement. Some patients complained that they

were not involved in the process of treatment plan development.

(c) Nurses.

• Overworked. A variety of complaints mentioned that nurses

were often performed their work poorly due to being “over-

worked”.

• Perfume. Some survey participants complained about the

smell (e.g., “too much” or “too strong”) of the nurses’ perfume.

• Noise. A number of complaints were about the noise induced

by the work of nurses, particularly during the night time.

2. Treatment. We selected three sub-categories for this top-level category.

(a) Department. The this comprised the following important key-

words.

• Wait time. A number of patients complained about the time

they had to wait before particular procedures and tests.

• Transportation. This topic regards the complaints about the

system transportation between hospital units.
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• Dismissiveness. This topic comprises the complaints about

patients’ wishes and suggestions being disregarded.

(b) Treatment.

• Consultation. This topic includes the absence or quality of

consultation received from the staff.

• Birth plan. Similarly to Dismissiveness, the patients com-

plained about their wishes not taken into account.

• Lack of information provided to family members.

(c) Procedure.

• Schedule. A number of patients expressed dissatisfaction with

the schedule of procedures that resulted in a lack of sleep for

patients.

• Pain management. Some reviews complained about the re-

fusal to a request of painkillers, as well as the effectiveness of

these drugs.

3. Accommodation. This top-level topic consists of four medium-level

topics.

(a) Building. This category comprised several important key points.

• Call button. These complaints were about the absence and

the duration of response to pressing the nurse call button.

• Room. A number of patients complained about dirty linens

and floor.
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• Housekeeping. Some patients were dissatisfied with the low

frequency or long wait for housekeeping (cleaning the rooms).

• Noise. Reviews that contain this topic describe two situations:

the noise induced by the work of the nurses and the noise from

construction.

• Hot water. This topic comprises complaints about the ab-

sence of hot water or about the water being insufficiently hot.

• Temperature. Many reviews emphasized that the rooms were

either too hot or too cold.

• Wheelchair. A number of complaints were about the absence

of facilities for the people in the wheelchair.

• Church. Some reviewers complained about the absence of

hospital chapel.

• Television. A group of negative reviews concerned the lack of

TV channels.

(b) Food. A number of complaints were about the hospital food.

• Special food. Several patients complained about the absence

of diet, diabetic, and gluten-free food.

• Food for visitors. Several patients complained that the hos-

pital did not provide the food for their visitors.

(c) Family. A number of complaints were about service provided to

the family members that stayed with the patient during his stay.
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• Food. Reviewers complained that the hospital did not provide

food for the staying family members.

• Communication. Staff members refused to provide informa-

tion to the family members.

(d) Administration. This medium-level category consists of several

aspects of the administrative process. The survey participants com-

plained about the

• long check-in and check-out procedures,

• the cost of the provided service,

• issues with billing and insurance, and

• late billing information.
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H
o
sp

it
a
l

te
a
m

lack of answers, long waiting,
Doctor communication to nurses,

rare visits, rude, attendance

rude, judgmental, responsiveness
Nurse overall care, overworked, attention,

perfume, loud, patient involvement
emergency, long wait, empathy
informativeness, doctor, transportation,
labor and delivery, dismissive,

T
re

a
tm

e
n
t

Department delivery schedule, consultation,
breast feeding help, long wait, birth plan
NICU, informativeness/family
access to family, location

Procedure informativeness, wait for painkillers

Treatment pain management, aftercare, surgery,
diagnosis and testing schedule
location, call button, dirty linen,

Building housekeeping, noise, reconstruction,
no hot water, temperature, television

A
cc

o
m

m
o
d
a
ti

o
n

wheelchair, chapel service, theft

Food wait, special food, cold, tasteless,
food for visitors, quality, choice

Family meal, accommodation, rudeness,
communication with staff

Administration long check-int/out, cost, billing,
late billing information, insurance

Table 3.6: Top- and medium-level categories with the corresponding keywords
obtained from the negative reviews
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 The impact of the size of the problem-specific dic-
tionary

The results presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that introduc-

ing problem-specific dictionaries may result in the loss of context within the

topic found by statistical models. The specifics of the obtained results is sig-

nificantly affected by the size of the problem-specific dictionary used for data

pre-processing. Using dictionaries that contain many words yields topics with

more generic topics than using those with fewer words. Thus, when compos-

ing problem-specific dictionaries one needs to be cautious with the amount of

synonyms in the dictionary.

We suggest that the number of words in a dictionary should be limited

depending on the task. If the analysis aims to identify the generic areas of the

healthcare system that require additional attention for budget management,

large dictionaries can be used. If one is interested in finding more intricate and

specific aspects of the medical services, small dictionaries are recommended.
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4.2 N-gram analysis on middle-level categories

The meaning many words used in the survey depends on the context

substantially, e.g, care (intensive care, care for patients), visits (family visits,

visits by doctor), and delivery (labor, food delivery). Since some of these

words are frequently encountered in the survey, they affect the results of the

topic modeling significantly. These words, however, cannot be handled by the

problem-specific dictionaries due to the ambiguity in their meaning.

In the analysis presented in Section 3.4, we manually analyzed the

context of the words with ambiguous meaning. This part of work can be au-

tomated using N-grams. According to previous studies, N-gram analysis can

successfully applied to topic modeling [6, 65]. This type of analysis is poten-

tially more suitable to sets of documents with multiple topic per document,

such as free-form surveys. Additionally, N-gram analysis can mitigate the

issues described in Section 4.1 [10].

4.3 Implications

In this study we presented a method to identify the key points of pa-

tient’s satisfaction and dissatisfaction. This presented algorithm can be used

to find the areas that require special attention in specific hospitals. Although

the results obtained in this study are list many topics in both positive and

negative categories, we emphasize that they were obtained from a survey con-

ducted in a variety of hospitals. A similar analysis performed on the reviews

obtained from a single hospital is likely to yield more distinctive differences
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between the topics in positive and negative reviews.

We emphasize that the presented topic modeling method is not limited

to the patients’ surveys only. Several areas, such as web comments related to

product reviews or reaction to social events, also are free-form texts with a high

number of topics per document. A missing part of our study was automated

sentiment analysis, i.e., automatic recognition of positive and negative reviews.

When combined with problem-specific stop words and dictionaries, a similar

analysis can be performed for topic modeling on areas other than medical

surveys.

4.4 Reliability

In the previous section we discussed that the results of our analysis

were obtained from reviews held across multiple hospitals and may be inappli-

cable to the work of a particular hospital. There is, however, another source

of found can not be applicable for any patients. Some authors describe the

doctors relationships experience with the difficult patients [21, 18, 22]. They

found that healthcare result could be worse than it could be because of difficul-

ties in patient-doctor relationship. The problems in relationship can arise from

both sides: difficult doctor or difficult patient. That is possible that doctor

was not attentive enough, on the other hand a patient required especial atten-

tion to his person because behavioral or psychopathology features. James E.

Groves identified four types of hateful patients [21]. The first one is Dependent

Clingers. This type of patients honestly require extra attention to themselves
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in a various of available ways, it can be continuously repeated questions or

requests to the doctors or nurses, sedatives or any other medication requests,

etc. The author notices that this form of attention dependency can be the

consequence of psychology problems, at the same time clingers usually are not

aggressive, grateful, and their demands are naive and instinctive.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This report presents an analytical study of the free-form patients’ sur-

veys. We used a combination of statistical modeling techniques and manual

data processing on the data collected from multiple hospitals in order to iden-

tify the key points of patients’ satisfaction and complaints. Conclusions drawn

from this work are as follows:

• We found and summarized the topics that arise in positive and negative

patients’ reviews most frequently.

• Patients tend to be more specific when describing negative experiences.

• LDA and LSA models are cable of selecting semantically-meaningful top-

ics from free-form surveys.

• The majority topics identified by HDP model do not constitute semantic

units.

• HDP analysis can be used to find misspelled words, personal names, and

other low-frequency entities in free-form texts. We recommend to use

LDA for data pre-processing.
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• Traditional topic-modeling tools, such as LDA, LSA, and HDP, are un-

able to identify low-level unitary semantic topics in free-form surveys as

the latter contain high numbers of topics per document.

• Data pre-processing with problem-specific stop words and dictionaries

improves the results of the statistical analysis.

• Using problem-specific dictionaries with high numbers of synonyms may

result in the potential lack of context in topics selected by LDA and

LSA.

• LSA analysis is capable of selecting more specific topics than LDA at

the same size of the dictionary.

• N-gram analysis was proposed as a means select unitary topics within

multi-topic short documents.
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